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Entry title: Surviving and thriving in Med Tech 

 
 

Brief and objectives: 

Huthwaite International is a global leader in skills development, specialising in senior level 

sales training. Medical Devices was identified as a key market, though the company was 

relatively unknown in this sector. 

Prohibition was hired to do the following: 

Business objectives: 

• Drive quality leads from senior level sales professionals of Medical Device 

companies throughout Europe. 

Comms/marketing objectives: 

• Position Huthwaite International as the leading authority on training and skills 

development, and build credibility in the Med Device sector 

• Generate positive brand awareness for Huthwaite International among the Med 

Device audience. 

The core audience for the campaign was very niche and extremely hard to-reach: 

• Primary audience 

− Senior sales directors and CEOs within the European medical device sector 

(covering UK, France, Sweden, Holland and Germany). 

• Secondary audience 

− Learning & development directors and HR managers within the medical device 

sector. 

 

 



The idea, research and planning: 

Before deciding on the campaign direction, Prohibition conducted focus groups with key 

Huthwaite clients operating in the European medical device sector in order to grasp the 

nuances and demands in this fast-changing and dynamic industry. 

We discovered that while Med Device sales is a highly skilled sector, professionals are 

increasingly struggling to meet their quota, a worrying trend caused by their tried-and-tested 

sales techniques failing to adapt in line with the evolving buying behaviours of healthcare 

bodies. However, given the highly competitive and demanding nature of the sector, this was 

an issue rarely talked about. 

 

Strategy, tactics, creativity and innovation: 

On the back of this, we decided to focus our strategy on meaningfully engaging with 

Huthwaite’s core audience by addressing this issue head on, providing valuable advice to 

help professionals break the deadlock, empowering them to survive and thrive in the future – 

while ultimately, subtly offering up an elixir of our own in the form of Huthwaite’s SPIN 

Selling Methodology. 

To help the campaign achieve maximum impact with our target audience, we conducted 

additional research using social media listening tools into the behaviours of this niche 

audience, revealing the core channels where Med Device sales professionals seek content 

and advice. A key outcome of this was the identification of Med Force Europe, a key trade 

show in the annual sales calendar. 

Using this insight, we created a four-stranded PESO strategy to effectively engage with our 

core audience; a detailed advice-led white paper hosted on a ‘lead generation’ landing page 

containing new and unique information related to their pain points, holistic PR tackling the 

issues, delivered through a series of features, profiling pieces and press releases, laser-

targeted social media amplification on LinkedIn, and finally, a keynote from CEO, Tony 

Hughes, at MedForce Europe, to launch the paper to hundreds of delegates. 

 

Delivery: 

Creating content: 

Given the sector is extremely confidential, with few professionals willing to share stories of 

their own challenges, we commissioned confidential European-wide B2B research to get to 

the heart of the issues the sector is facing – in an uncensored manor. 

This focused on three areas; current challenges, predictions for the future, and the link 

between sales success and having a systematic approach to selling, the latter of which 

supporting Huthwaite’s SPIN Selling product. Crucially, the research addressed the specific 

issues identified in our insight phase, and was balanced between ‘news hooks’ (the future of 

med device sales) and current, serious issues (current challenges). 

Using this data, we created a valuable white paper examining the challenges facing sales 

professionals to not only survive in such a demanding market, but excel in the future. This  



played to our insight that our audience regularly downloaded advice-led white papers to 

further their knowledge. Solutions and advice were included, while the final section focused 

on the relationship between profit, and having a systematic approach to selling, therefore 

linking with Huthwaite’s core SPIN Selling product. 

To avoid ‘passing traffic’ (i.e. those people interested in the paper, but not necessarily in the 

market for skills development training) the paper was super-focused on the issues and 

challenges facing our key audience.  

We created a dedicated landing page to host the white paper, together with a variety of 

added-value content, exploring the wider issues in more detail. A campaign brand look-and 

feel was created, to effectively position the paper and build credibility with our core audience. 

The main white paper was used as a lead magnet and was equipped with an email capture 

mechanism. 

Amplification: 

Key news hooks – including predictions for the future, were used in a variety of PR pieces, 

including six separate features all focusing on a particular problem/issue regarding sales in 

the medical device sector. These were pitched to niche Med Tech media and journals as 

exclusives. 

This was supported with a video infographic using the key stats from the white paper, and 

was used as the basis to seed out on social media. 

To promote the white paper, we created laser-targeted lead-gen LinkedIn PPC campaign, 

targeting senior level Med Tech professionals. ads as part of a lead generation and data 

capture exercise. LinkedIn was identified as a key channel used by our audience in our 

insight phase. 

Huthwaite CEO, Tony Hughes launched the new paper through a keynote slot at MedForce 

Europe. The show only takes papers that offer genuine insight to delegates, and contain new 

and interesting information. 

 

Measurement and evaluation: 
• The report was used as the basis for an hour-long keynote at MedForce Europe, to 

more than 800 European senior sales professionals in Med Device sales 

• The campaign directly drove leads among target market 

• 12 pieces of PR coverage 

• Including PR, paid and social media, the overall campaign reached a relevant 

audience of 1.6 million across Europe. 

 

 



Budget and campaign impact:  

Despite being an incredibly niche topic and audience, Prohibition has effectively delivered a 

creative campaign that has not only established Huthwaite’s credentials in the field of Med 

Devices, but has directly generated revenue for the company. 

 


